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Plan 2020
An overview

The overall vision for the
Waterway Management
Plan is that the Thomson
and Rainbow system is
managed to reduce the risk
of avulsion and improve
waterway health with
benefits for agriculture,
the community and the
Gippsland Lakes.

Thomson River at breakaway 1952,
now Cowwarr Weir

Introduction
The Thomson River and Rainbow Creek Waterway Management Plan will guide investment in actions to
reduce the risk of avulsion and improve waterway health and amenity. The Plan includes a program of onground works and enabling actions to support implementation and improve knowledge of the waterways and
floodplain. The Plan has an emphasis on collaboration between agencies and the community to achieve the
priorities that have been identified to best achieve environmental, social and economic benefits.
The Plan was developed through a collaborative process that has drawn on the collective knowledge of the
local community, agency representatives, technical specialists and waterway planners. Economic analysis of
the actions in the Plan ensure a cost-effective program of works. Implementation of the Plan will continue the
process of sharing knowledge and learning from each other’s experience.

Background
The Rainbow Creek was formed in the 1950s through floodwaters from the Thomson River that carved a new
flow path (avulsion) through the floodplain. The avulsion lead to significant loss of agricultural land, liberating
hundreds of thousands of tonnes of sediment into the Thomson River and the downstream receiving waters of
the Gippsland Lakes. The development of Rainbow Creek had a significant impact on the farming communities
of Cowwarr and Heyfield districts. The construction of Cowwarr Weir in 1959 and its operation changed
the way water is managed in the Thomson River and Rainbow Creek, and provided significant value to the
community by providing an irrigation offtake and expansion of the Macalister Irrigation District.
Current scientific understanding indicates that another avulsion of the Thomson River and Rainbow Creek
system is highly likely. The Waterway Management Plan aims to raise awareness amongst community and
agency stakeholders of the risk, and identify management actions to reduce that risk as well as enhancing the
values of the Rainbow Creek and Thomson River.
The Plan was developed using an evidence-based approach, informed by science, modelling, benefit:cost analysis
and the knowledge and expertise of local people. Formal governance arrangements were established to provide
oversight to the planning process and included a Project Steering Committee and Project Working Group.

Plan Objectives
Values

Objective

Agriculture

• Maintain current agricultural productivity and infrastructure (to reduce avulsion risk)

Amenity

• Riparian vegetation provides improved visual amenity and contributes to community use.

Recreation

• Enhance recreation use at key sites on Rainbow Creek (e.g. Rainbow Park and Cowwarr1)

Natural
(riparian)

• Rainbow Creek and Thomson River are fenced to manage stock and revegetated with
appropriate indigenous species
• Rainbow Creek and Thomson River are ‘willow free’
• Ensure flow regimes maintain natural values

Waterway
stability and
downstream
benefits
1

• Rainbow Creek and Thomson River are managed to enhance waterway stability, reduce
floodplain and bank erosion, and reduce sediment transport (locally and downstream)
• Risk of damage to built and natural assets from waterway instability is
significantly reduced

Also known as the Waterhole, Waterhole Reserve, The Reserve and Waterhole Lane

Management actions
The management actions identified in the Plan are to reduce the avulsion risk through targeted rock beaching
of avulsion ‘hotspots’, addressing high-risk instream blockages and willow removal. Complementary actions
that maximise local natural values (riparian) on both the Rainbow Creek and Thomson Rivers are fencing, willow
control and revegetation where required.

Implementation
The initial cost of implementation is approximately $4M, with additional on-going costs of approximately
$70,000/year for maintenance. The benefits of implementing the plan exceed the costs by almost 80%.
The costs represent a significant increase in effort and funding compared with current levels. West Gippsland
Catchment Management Authority and Southern Rural Water are committed to exploring options to secure
funds to implement the plan.

Identified actions for Thomson and Rainbow
5 avulsion ‘hotspots’ treated with rock armouring

52 ha of willow removal

35 km of riparian fencing		

52 ha of native riparian revegetation

30 off-stream water troughs		

135 ha of maintenance

Treatment of high-risk in-stream blockages as required

Rainbow Park (Cowwarr) amenity works
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